A charge independent pairing interaction in j-j coupling scheme and a charge-spin independent pairing interaction in L-S coupling scheme are exactly solved in a degenerate model by the aid of group theory. Groups used here are independent of the number of states concerned unlike the usual shell model technique. Our method is deeply connected with the generalized Bogoliubov transformation and it is conjectured that this transformation combined with projection into the definite number and the isospin (symmetry) state is very useful for the treatment of pair-interacting many body system. The classification of states through the group used here are equivalent to the seniority scheme generalized for unlike particles and degenerate levels. Our method simplifies mathematics somewhat and derives easily some new properties of seniority scheme for unlike particles. § 1. Introduction Bohr, Mottelson and Pines 1 l suggested the energy gap in nuclei as a result of pairing effect similar to that in superconducting states of metals. Since then many works 2 ;~4) on pairing correlations have been done in analogy with Bardeen, Cooper and Schrieffer's theory 5 l of superconductivity. One important difference is that there are two kinds of particles in nuclei, i.e. protons and neutrons, while only electrons play an essential role in metals. Hence several attempts 6 l~lo) have been made to take account of neutron-proton interactions as well as proton-proton and neutron-neutron interactions simultaneously. Most of them 7 l~lo) stressed that a simple generalization of pair correlations, i.e. the generalized Bogoliubov transformation 11 l is insufficient and fourbody correlations are very important.
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Bohr, Mottelson and Pines
1 l suggested the energy gap in nuclei as a result of pairing effect similar to that in superconducting states of metals. Since then many works 2 ;~4) on pairing correlations have been done in analogy with Bardeen, Cooper and Schrieffer's theory 5 l of superconductivity. One important difference is that there are two kinds of particles in nuclei, i.e. protons and neutrons, while only electrons play an essential role in metals. Hence several attempts 6 l~lo) have been made to take account of neutron-proton interactions as well as proton-proton and neutron-neutron interactions simultaneously. Most of them 7 l~lo) stressed that a simple generalization of pair correlations, i.e. the generalized Bogoliubov transformation 11 l is insufficient and fourbody correlations are very important.
To clarify the applicability of those treatments, is desirable to solve a certain model case exactly. In the shell thory, it has long been known that a charge independent pairing interaction in a single level can be exactly solved by seniority and reduced isospin scheme, 12 l which can, of course, be extended to the case of degenerate levels. 13 ) In this paper we shall develop another exact theory for a charge independent pairing interaction in j-j coupling scheme ( § 2) and for a charge-spin independent pairing interaction in L-S coupling scheme ( § 4). Our method is directly connected with the generalized Bogoliubov transformation and so leads us to some conjectures on the treatment of many nucleon system with pairing interactions ( § 5). Furthermore, it gives us some technical advances in shell model calculation of neutron-proton mixed system under seniority scheme. Classifications of states through the groups used in § § 2 and 4 and their correspondence to the seniority scheme for unlike particles are interpreted in § § 3 and 4. § 2. A charge independent pairing interaction in j·j coupling scheme
Let us consider a proton-neutron system where all nucleons interact only through a charge independent pairing interaction in j-j coupling scheme and single particle levels concerned are all degenerate. The Hamiltonian of the system is
where
Here aj~, ajm (bjtt, bjm) are the creation and annihilation operators of proton (neutron) in the state (jm) . If the summation over j is restricted to a single j, the Hamiltonian is proportional to the operator Q defi.ned by Edmonds and Flowers.
)
Using the groups U (2j + 1) and Sp (2j + 1), they obtained the eigenvalues and the eigenvectors of the operator Q which are represented by the seniority v and the reduced isospin t. Helmers 14 ) also obtained the solution by using the group Sp ( 4) which is the commutator group of Sp (2j + 1). The method developed in this section is equivalent to Helmers', and a generalization of quasi-spin method for like particles. 15 ) But we formulate it in a somewhat different way/ 6 ) since it is indispensable, for the later discussions, to know the structure and the physical meaning of the group sp ( 4)' which also makes it easy to understand more complicated case of a pairing interaction in L-S coupling scheme.
By the successive construction of commutators among the six operators in Eq. (2 ·2a), we obtain the smallest algebra including them, whose other elements are
Exact Treatment of a Charge Independent
where !2 = ~i (j + 1/2) is the total number of pairs available in the degenerate levels, and the meaning of these operators are evident. These ten operators in Eqs. (2 ·2a) and (2 ·3) satisfy the following commutation relations:
otherwise.
Here, the roots r(a) = (r 1 (a), r2(a)) are
while Na 13 IS given by relations and N12 = N-24 = N41 = N1-2 = Na-2 = N-43 = v2 . C=~Ht+~ EaE-a,
we can rewrite the Hamiltonian (2 ·1) as
*) This is isomorphic to the Lie algebra of the .groups of 0(5) and Sp(4) (which some authorslS) denote by Sf, 2 ) • From now on, we do not distinguish the group and its Lie algebra, and represent both by the notation C 2 , so that no confusion may occur. § 3. Classification of states in j·j coupling scheme
In this section we present the specification of bases of an irreducible representation of c2 and classify the states in j-j coupling scheme.
Characters of the repesentation D(A1, J, 2 ) of C 2 are given by 18 ) where, 
(3 ·3)
When we want to specify the bases of the representation by the eigenvalues
, To, and JL = N-2Q ( = H1 + H2) as in § 2, we need another quantum number ((3) 17 l which is not found in the eigenvalues of the operators simply constructed from the algebra. However, if we give up to choose the eigenstates of isospin, we can find the suitable quantum numbers which characterize the subgroups of C 2 , that is, two different SU (2) 's, the generators of which are
we shall call these operators (i) and (ii) of (3 · 4) the proton and neutron quasispin respectively, and denote their magnitudes by Sp and Sn. Since p 2 , n 2 , ll1 and H 2 commute with each other, we can specify the wave functions by two schemes:
where J is the total spin which can, of course, be chosen as a quantum number, since the generators of the above C 2 are all scalars in total spin space, and a denotes the other additional quantum numbers. J and a distinguish between the states with the same values of CAr, A2), (SP, Sn) and (nzr, m2) (i.e. those which belong to the equivalent but different irreducible representation of C2).
The set of bases of DCAr, A2) is shown graphically by the corresponding set of points on m = (mr, rn2) plane which is called a weight diagram. As an Decomposition of the set of points according to the scheme (i) and (ii) of Eq. (3 ·5) are illustrated in Fig. 2 . From their physical meaning, it is understood that the seniority and the reduced isospin are the nucleon number and isospin of the state with the lowest weight which is shown by the suffix l in Fig. 1 . Therefore, the relation (2 ·13) is derived.
M. Ichimura
We obtain the multiplicity of each point (the number of independent vectors with the same weight m) by rewriting the character (3 ·1) into the form The proof of these theorems will be given in Appendix A. The constituents On the other hand, the allowed values of total spin J and a for a given representation D(Ab Az) depend on levels. under consideration. In order to find these values, we have only to consider the states with the lowest weight, i.e. the v-particle states with the seniority v and reduced isospin t. Returning It is worthwhile to devote the final part of this section to the following remarks. It seems to the author that the usual shell model technique for unlike particles is not yet established. One of the important obstacles is that we can not easily obtain the coefficients of fractional parantage of the type (3 ·7) which play an essential role in the seniority scheme.
According to our formulation of seniority scheme developed in this paper, we may obtain a somewhat advanced method to treat unlike particle system. For example, the above three theorems show that [3 1 and [3 are unnecessary in the c.f.p. for special (v, t) which situation makes the problem very easy. Moreover, since our method does not depend on j explicitly, we can get the results available for any j states. This formalism will be applied to the usual c.f.p. techniques, especially to the calculation of c.f.p. of the type (3 ·7) in a subsequent paper. § 4. A charge-spin independent pmr1ng interaction in L-S coupling scheme Next, let us consider a pairing interaction studied by Flowers and Vujicic,
which is invariant under any unitary transformation in charge-spin space. We again restrict ourselves to a strong coupling limit. The Hamiltonian is then written as 
M. Ichirnura
Such a Hamiltonian is a generalization of the Q operator defined by Racah 20 > which can be diagonalized by the aid of the group U(2l+l) and 0(2l+l).*> Now we seek for the exact solution of this Hamiltonian by a similar method as developed in § 2. First we define the following operators: 
Naf3 are given by the relations (4 ·4)
This algebra with 28 linearly independent generators, subject to the above standard commutation relations is the Lie algebra of type D 4 17 > which is isomorphic to that of 0 (8). An irreducible representation of D 4 can be characterized by a set of four non-negative integers (Ab it2, As, it4) which gives the highest weight M = ~itiMi, where the fundamental dominant weights Mi are which is used in Wigner's supermultiplet theory.
)
The correspondence between *) Strictly speaking, this is not a Casimir operator because the group U(4) is not semisimple. However, we conventionally use the terminology of semisimple groups for the corresponding quantities of unitary group, since unitary group shares many properties with the semisimple groups.
M. 1chi1nura
his operators and ours is as follows :
S+=:z=s+<il= {E(12) +E(34)},
etc.
The irreducible representation of U ( 4) is characterized by the four quantum number Jl ( = N /2-2Q), P, P' and P" where N is the nucleon number, P is the maximum isospin among the states belonging to this representation, P' is the maximum spin among T = P states, and P" is the maximum value of Y among T= P, S= P' states. It is well known that these quantum numbers determine the symmetry of the wavefunctions in charge-spin space. The Casimir operator of U ( 4) has the eigenvalue,
Corresponding to Eq. (2 ·14), we introduce the quantum numbers, seniority v and reduced symmetry (p, p', p") which are more physical than the purely group-theoretical CAtA2A3A4) : 
A classification of the states in L-S coupling scheme can be carried out according to D 4 and its subgroups as in § 3. It may be reasonable to specify, the state as
where two additional quantum numbers {3 and r are needed to distinguish all states of the same irreducible representation of D4, and the total orbital angular momentum L and a stand for the labels which distinguish the equivalent but different irreducible representations of D4. To obtain the complete set of wavefunctions, we should carry out the reductions of the representations such as 
and
The dimension of this representation is
Derivation of these formulas and the list of the lower dimensional representations are given in Appendix C. § 5. On the validity of the generalized Bogoliuhov transformation
When we intend to include neutron-proton pairing interaction as well as proton-proton and neutron-neutron one, it is natural to generalize the Bogoliubov transformation as follows :
where ajmp is a quasi-particle annihilation operator and jJ = 1, 2 for j-j coupling scheme and p = 1, 2, 3, 4 for L-S coupling scheme, which specify charge (-spin) states. We call this unitary transformation U, the generalized Bogoliubov transformation. V. B. Belyaev, B. N. Zakhar'ev and V. G. Soloviev 6 ) used a special form of this type in j-j coupling scheme and Flowers 7 l did so in L-S coupling scheme. Flowers and Vujicie) critized that these treatment is not a good approximation, since they cannot take account of four-body correlations. Here, we shall discuss this problem in connection with the soluble models treated above. For the present, we restrict ourselves to the j-j coupling model, since quite similar discussions can be applied to the L-S coupling model. (5 ·1) is written in the form,
The unitary transformation
a: .
where the generators are those in Eq. (2 ·2b), and the real parameters tU) are determined by using variational principle on the energy and subsidiary condition on nucleon number, etc. When we deal with the pair interacting system by this transformation in the strong coupling limit, U becomes 
UIO)=T(T+1).
This is the same idea originated by Lipkin 25 ) and recently used by Y. Nogami.
)
According to this method, we obtain the lowest energy state for each isospin by different transformation separately. However, it should be stressed that the energy gap calculated by the generalized Bogoliubov transformation is still meaningful. It represents the half of the energy difference between seniority 0 and 2 states in .our generalized sense.
Especially when we consider a system with a very large volume where t2G is finite but Q,..., oo ; many eigenstates with different T or t become approximately degenerate and the energy gap becomes conspicuous. This feature is illustrated in Fig. 3 . Unfortunately, t2 is not so large in actual lighter nuclei where neutron-proton interaction is important. These discussions can also be applied to the L-S coupling model with the corresponding modification.
The four-body correlation stressed by Flowers and V ujicic 9 l are taken into account in the projection procedure. This is also understood by the fact that the projection operators to the definite number and the isospin (symmetry) do not commute with the discriminant for four-body correlation proposed by the author.
10 )
It would be expected that introduction of single particle energy difference does not change qualitative features discussed above, in analogy with the results of calculation for like-particle system by Kerman, Lawson and Macfarlane. 15 ) Let us prove three theorems presented 1n § 3.
Proof of (I) .
The characters of D(A, O) are giVen by where
. ( cf;1 + cf;2)
x=exp Ufh=expz ~2 ---, .
. cf;1 + cf;2 , we obtain the weight diagram as the sum of following diagrams with only simple points where si-mple means multiplicity one. Therefore the theorem is obtained.
Proof of (II) .
• .. . . . >' /' ,• .,
Pol nts <------ The characters of D(O, A) are given by
This gives a multiplicity of each weight.
From the last form of (A· 2), we obtain the weight diagram as the sum of the following diagrams with only simple points. Then we see that the points on the fix number line has such a structure. Therefore the theorem II IS obtained.
Proof of (III) . The characters of D(l, ll) are giVen by
From this form of characters, we obtain the weight diagram as the sum of the following diagrams with only simple points. Therefore we get the theorem III. 
